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   April 4, 2019 
 

Provincial Executive Liaison Report  
 
To: District 10 Council 
 
From:  Karen Littlewood, Executive Officer 
       

 
 

1. Minister of Education’s Announcement 
On Friday, March 15, the Minster of Education announced a number of devastating 
changes to Ontario’s education system, many of which will have a direct negative impact 
on OSSTF/FESSO members and the students you work with every day.  
 
Most significantly, class size ratios in secondary schools will rise from 22:1 to 28:1. 
Phased in over four years, this will result in a loss of over 5000 frontline OSSTF/FEESO 
teachers from Ontario’s public education system – a loss that cannot possibly be 
absorbed without a significant impact on student learning and success. This comes at a 
time when higher needs ASD students will be returning to the classroom on April 1 
because of the government's ill-conceived changes to the Ontario Autism Program. 
These students are far from the only special needs students OSSTF/FEESO members 
are dedicated to supporting on a daily basis.  
 
Based on government announcements so far, it is unclear how many, if any, support 
staff positions are in jeopardy, but when Board's lose money, they often seek to re-
allocate from support staff lines.  We remain concerned about this possibility and 
continue to ask questions that the Ministry, so far, has failed to answer.  We will continue 
to monitor this situation. 
 
This move is accompanied by a number of other distressing changes that will impact 
OSSTF/FEESO members, including: 
 

 A reduction of 12.91% of the pupil foundation grant over the next four years. 
 

 A reduction of 5.88% of the overall GSN to the tune of $1.4 billion dollars over 
the next four years. 
 

 A reduction in school operations funding will be in line with the reduction of 
funding for class size.  This will result in a reduction of support staff in secondary 
schools. 
 

 A reduction in funding benchmarks for Early Childhood Educators. 
 

 An “e-learning strategy” that will mandate each student to take four credits 
through e-learning, funded at a ratio of 35:1.  This will result in even further cuts. 
 

 Changes to hiring practices that essentially remove rights that were guaranteed 
under Regulation 274. 
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These are just some of the measures that were announced. We will provide further 
information and analysis as it becomes available, but it is already clear that our path 
forward through the coming months, including central and local bargaining, will be 
challenging to say the least.  
 
These actions amount to an appalling betrayal of the public trust, and OSSTF/FEESO 
will be opposing them on every appropriate front and with every appropriate means. 
Given the premier’s repeated election promises that no jobs will be lost, the government 
quite simply has no mandate to make the changes they announced. Rather than keeping 
its promises, however, the government has declared war on Ontario’s public education 
system, and OSSTF/FEESO’s response in defence of that system will be 
commensurate. 
 

2. Boys Don’t Cry Initiative 
White Ribbon launched a powerful new PSA “Boys Don’t Cry” that is helping to promote 
important conversations about ending gender-based violence. "Boys Don't Cry" offers a 
heartwrenching look at the roots of unhealthy masculinity, and how various inputs 
throughout a young boy's life tragically lead him towards acts of gender-based violence. 
There is no single cause for the eventual problem; instead, it builds from a litany of 
moments in which boys and young men are told or shown that bottling their emotions is 
the only option.  
 
White Ribbon would like OSSTF/FEESO to promote this important PSA. The subject 
matter is very timely and touches on important issues and scenarios that are deeply 
relevant to our members, their students, and our schools. 
 
Here are the links to Boys Don't Cry:  

 Full video on YouTube https://youtu.be/fjo-hwAKcas   

 Still from the film (can be used on all platforms) https://we.tl/t-4xc0dkFl3K  
 

3. SB Memo – SB1:2019 – Update to Special Education Funding 
On February 22, 2019, the MOE posted their first SB memo for the year 
(http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/funding/1819/sb01-special-funding-en.pdf). The memo 
was directed to Directors of Education and Superintendents of Special Education. The 
contents are intended to be an update on special education funding. However, it is 
essentially an exercise in combining the Liberal Government’s SB10:2018 on special 
education from April with the Conservative’s B14:2018 memo from August. There are no 
cuts or additions to funding. In fact, the tables at the back of two special education 
memos (SB10:2018 and SB1:2019), which list each board’s share of some of the special 
education funding are identical. There are also no changes in any of the calculations 
covered by the memos.   
 
There are some slight changes between the memos: 
 

1. In numerous locations throughout SB1:2019, there are additions of references to 
autism and student mental health. There was also the change from the short 
form of “ASD” to “Autism Spectrum Disorder”. These conditions, of course, were 
already included in special education, and there is no need to isolate these 
particular conditions over any other condition that requires special education 
support. This looks like an obvious attempt to highlight that this government is 

https://youtu.be/fjo-hwAKcas
https://we.tl/t-4xc0dkFl3K
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doing something “extra” for these students to counter the current narrative in the 
press. However, there is nothing “extra” in the memo.     
 

2. In April, the Liberals had included a section at the end of SB10:2018 on EPO – 
funding changes for the upcoming 2018-2019 school year.  This section has 
been completely removed from the new SB1:2019. The EPO section included: 
 

a. Addressing waitlists for assessments 
b. Investments in mental health 
c. Investments in autism spectrum disorder 
d. After school skills development programs for students with autism 

spectrum disorder. 
 

It had been previously reported that the PCs had made cuts to EPO funding. 
None of these were included in the reported cuts to EPO funding.   
 

3. In the Care, Treatment, Custody and Correctional (CCTC) guidelines section, the 
words “pupil student ratios” were removed from a list of pieces found in the 
guideline document. However, the pupil student ratios section remains in the 
guideline. This change appears to be a tidying up of the language, rather an 
operational change.   
 

4. There is a section added on Special Education Per-Pupil Amount (SEPPA) and a 
rewrite on the section on the Special Incident Portion (SIP).  The Conservatives 
moved the bulk of the increase in SIP funding the Liberals had put in place over 
to the SEPPA amounts.  These changes to the SB memo are constructed in such 
a way to make it look like increases in both areas, rather than the actual net zero 
change.     
 

5. Also of note, the multi-disciplinary team money is still in the new memo, along 
with the statement that dictates that this money is enveloped for only this 
purpose, if not spent this school year. There is a change, but it only emphasizes 
the fact that the funds are enveloped. 

 
4. People for Education Report on Guidance and Streaming 

People for Education released Roadmaps and Roadblocks, its latest report on guidance, 
streaming, and career/life planning on February 26, 2019. The full report can be 
accessed from the People for Education website at https://peopleforeducation.ca/ 
 
The report was based on responses from over 1250 Ontario school principals to P4E’s 
2018/19 Annual Ontario School Survey. The report was funded by the Counselling 
Foundation of Canada, a private family foundation (https://counselling.foundation/). The 
report calls for “improved resources to support students' career and life planning” and 
recommends “the end of streaming in grade 9, and a more comprehensive and coherent 
strategy to ensure that students leave school with the competencies and skills they need 
to support their success, no matter what their destination after graduation.” 
 
P4E’s report claims the data shows “that Ontario may be falling behind at a time when 
there is growing pressure to prepare students for a rapidly changing, increasingly 
complex future.” 
 

https://peopleforeducation.ca/
https://counselling.foundation/
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Key points in the report include: 

 only 23% of elementary schools have guidance counsellors, and access to these 
vital supports may depend on where you live; 

 in secondary schools, guidance counsellors are, on average, responsible for 375 
students each; 

 only 57% of high schools report that all of their students have Individual 
Pathways Plans (IPPs), even though they are mandatory; and 

 provincial policy says that competencies and skills to support career and life 
planning (knowing yourself, understanding how to achieve goals and manage 
transitions, having the capacity to explore opportunities and make decisions) 
should be embedded throughout the curriculum from kindergarten to grade 12, 
but Ontario lags behind British Columbia, Alberta, and Quebec in this area. 

 
The P4E’s Report Sponsor - The Counselling Foundation of Canada 
From the Foundation’s strategic plan summary: 
The Counselling Foundation of Canada (the “Foundation”), a private family foundation 
funded by Frank G. Lawson and his estate, was established in 1959 to create and enrich 
counselling  programs and improve the technical skills of career counsellors. Over the 
last fifty-plus years, the Foundation has seeded many innovative programs that have 
had positive and profound effects, particularly around improved career and educational 
outcomes for Canadians. As a privately governed organization, we believe it is 
incumbent upon us to look at long-term planning horizons to effect meaningful and 
lasting societal change. We also recognize that our role is not to simply supplement the 
funding of programs and services supported by government, but to invest our human, 
intellectual and financial resources with a view of improving societal outcomes through 
program innovation and shifts in public attitudes & policy. It is a role we take seriously. 
 
The full strategic plan for the foundation can be found at: 
https://counselling.foundation/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/The-Counselling-Foundation-
of-Canada-Highlights-from-Strategic-Review-2012.pdf 
 

5. EQAO Proposed Updates to EQAO Reporting Denominator 
OTF and affiliate staff met with EQAO on February 27, 2019 to get an update EQAO’s 
modernization process. One proposal is to change the reporting practices on how the 
denominator is used in EQAO. 
 
Currently, EQAO includes in its denominator “...students who have just arrived in Ontario 
and students who are in Ontario’s school system but access alternative learning 
expectations not derived from the provincial curriculum (Growing Success, 2010).” 
 
EQAO is proposing to “adjust its denominator in reporting publicly on the progress of 
students based on their experience in and who access the Ontario curriculum.” 
Specifically, the denominator would only include students enrolled in a publicly funded 
school in Ontario for any part of the two preceding school years (i.e., Grades 1 and 2 for 
Grade 3 assessments; Grades 4 and 5 for Grade 6 assessments) and the “majority of 
their education was based on the Ontario curriculum and not provided on an alternative 
format.” No changes to the reporting denominator are suggested for the Grade 9 
Assessment of Mathematics because the assessment is “focussed on curriculum within 
a single year and results may be included as part of the student’s final grade.” Students 
who do not access the Grade 9 Mathematics curriculum through academic or applied 

https://counselling.foundation/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/The-Counselling-Foundation-of-Canada-Highlights-from-Strategic-Review-2012.pdf
https://counselling.foundation/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/The-Counselling-Foundation-of-Canada-Highlights-from-Strategic-Review-2012.pdf
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study do not participate in the assessment. Proposed changes to the reporting 
denominator for the OSSLT will be similar to those proposed for Grade 3 and Grade 6 
assessments, and would contain students enrolled in a publicly funded school in Ontario 
for any part of the two preceding school years (i.e., Grades 8 and 9) and accessing the 
Ontario curriculum and working toward an Ontario Secondary School Diploma. 
Otherwise, these students can be “deferred” and would not be part of the denominator. 
 
Concerns were raised by affiliate staff around perceived ‘labelling’ of special education 
children in grade 6 tests including that they will not be working towards an OSSD in high 
school. How the results may be aggregated or dis-aggregated has not been determined 
and further consultation will be sought. This is especially a ‘hot issue’ for groups (e.g. 
SEAC) advocating for students who are not currently accessing the Ontario curriculum.  
Reporting will need to ensure full contextual details are included. EQAO assured OTF 
and the affiliate staff that they are committed in seeking our input as per EQAO’s 
mandate. 
 
Feedback on the proposed denominator changes received thus far has been positive. If 
approved by the EQAO’s Board of Directors and implemented, this change would come 
into effect during the 2019–2020 school year. 

 
6. Provincial Working Group on Health and Safety (PWGHS) 

At the last meeting of the Provincial Working Group on Health and Safety (PWGHS), 
Union and Association representatives were extremely disappointed to hear that the 
Ministry of Education (EDU) apparently has no plan in place to audit the school boards 
online reporting systems to report workplace violence incidents. When the SB06 memo 
was released back on April 19, 2018, it identified that “the funding will be provided upon 
receipt of a board’s signed Letter of Agreement (LOA) and either proof of purchase of an 
online incident reporting system or evidence that an existing reporting system meets the 
specifications outlined in by September 30, 2018”. (See:  
(https://efis.fma.csc.gov.on.ca/faab/Memos/SB2018/SB06_EN.pdf)   
 
As the tools started to roll out in some boards, we started to question whether or not 
some of them actually met the criteria, and we questioned EDU on plans to audit 
compliance.  The topic kept getting pushed further down the agenda until our last 
meeting on February 6, 2019, where we heard that the funding that was promised to 
boards might start to roll out soon, even though no audits to ensure compliance with 
SB06 have been conducted. 

 
This did not go over well with any of the Union or Association representatives, and we 
worked together on an email memo with our list of concerns and recommendations.  At 
the same time, we also developed a sample audit tool that EDU could use to conduct the 
audits with boards to ensure compliance.  If the funding is released to boards without 
any audit, any leverage we may have had to ensure compliance with the original SB 
memo is gone.   

 
The online reporting tool was one of the three key deliverables that the Ministers of 
Labour and Education identified in their original mandate letter from June 1, 2017, sent 
to the PWGHS.  Not only do we not have a common online reporting tool, as was 
originally intended, there are several versions we are currently aware of, and now we 
also have no mechanism in place to ensure compliance.  The Unions and Associations 
will continue to apply pressure at the PWGHS table and with the EDU to ensure an audit 

https://efis.fma.csc.gov.on.ca/faab/Memos/SB2018/SB06_EN.pdf
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tool will be used on a go forward basis.  OSSTF/FEESO representatives at the table will 
continue to monitor this issue and provide further updates and recommendations to the 
PE as required. 

 
7. Certification Training Standards 

On January 31, 2019, the Minister of Labour announced changes to the Certification 
Training Standards for Workplace Joint Health and Safety Committees that will surely 
have very negative implications for workers, once they are implemented. 
 
The current standard sets a minimum of three (3) days training to complete the 50 plus 
learning objectives of Basic Certification Part I.  This standard came about after much 
consultation with labour, employer and government communities.  The current standard 
deliberately excluded e-learning as a sole teaching method, as it was deemed to be an 
inferior way to train.  This concept was supported in an arbitration decision 
(Occupational Health and Safety Tribunal, Canada, Campbell Brothers Movers Ltd. 
Case 2011 OHSTC 26) that concluded: “The simple unguided reading of documents 
cannot be considered training…it is essential that the employer take charge of their 
training…self-training is not compliant with the code.” 
 
By watering down a three (3) day training requirement to a one (1) day online (6.5 hours) 
module, this government is ensuring that certified workers will be ill-prepared to question 
their employers on issues of health and safety.  
 
Apparently, the government decided to make these changes in a bid to ensure that 
Ontario is OPEN FOR BUSINESS. In her press conference, Laurie Scott claimed the 
changes would save Ontario businesses approximately five million dollars in total.  What 
the government fails to understand is that when health and safety fails, WSIB prevails.  
The average cost of lost time WSIB claim is $106, 500, and in 2017 Ontario employers 
paid over six billion annually.  Properly trained certified representatives need only help 
prevent one lost time injury to see the value of their three (3) day training.  The math just 
does not add up. 
 
The Minister has not announced when the changes will be implemented and come into 
effect.  At note, however, is the question of her ability to do this, as it is within the power 
of Ontario’s Chief Prevention Officer to set training standards, not the Minister. 
 
As well, the Prevention Council is to provide the Chief Prevention Officer any advice on 
any significant changes to the delivery of health and safety services.  The Council has 
never been consulted. 
 
At the February 27, 2019 meeting of the OFL Health and Safety Committee, this issue 
was discussed at length.  The OFL has decided not to pursue the issue until the funding 
for their Prevention Link Program is ensured.  They are, however, encouraging affiliates 
to send a letter to Minister Scott outlining our concerns, and OSSTF/FEESO has done 
so. 
 

8. Ontario Coalition of Better Child Provincial Council – February 2019 
The first 2019 meeting of the Provincial Council of the Ontario Coalition of Better Child 
Care (OCBCC) was held February 21 and 22. Following the financial and membership 
reports, time was spent to develop the draft budget and explore future strategies 
regarding Child Care Worker Appreciation Day, grant applications and membership 
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engagement and expansion. 
 
New this year for this meeting were two separate guest presentations: MPP Doly 
Begum, NDP Child Care Critic and Shannon Fuller, Assistant Deputy Minister, Early 
Years and Child Care Division.  
 
It was obvious Ms. Begum had done her research in that she spoke to every point of 
concern OCBCC has highlighted in its 2018-2019 media advisories. Begum was critical 
of both the past and current governments. The Liberals: for not putting enough in place 
to support childcare seekers, providers and employers. The current PC government – for 
not maintaining the “attempts” of the past government (ex. Wage Enhancement Grant), 
for the proposals being debated (ex. Bill 66) and for leaving all on tenterhooks by not 
disclosing intent (ex. Kindergarten programming). 
 
Ms. Fuller was in attendance with one staff from her department as well as one staff 
from the Minister’s. Ms. Fuller had a 1-hour time slot. She arrived to the building 
precisely on time and, following settling in and introductions, she began her presentation 
15 minutes into that time. The presentation of the slides took approximately 25 minutes 
with the following highlights, in her order: 

 Developing a New Plan for Child Care on four pillars 
 Affordability 
 Accessibility and Choice 
 Minimize red tape & administrative burden 
 Quality and high standard of care 
 

 Bill 48 
 CECE in “alignment” with OCT 
 

 Bill 66 
 increase access to infant care 
 “alignment piece” of reducing age to 4 (from 6) for before and after school 
 “we didn’t get it right, so we are fixing” to reduce age at which home care’s 

own children are excluded from count 
 

 Qualifications Upgrade Program 
 Earlier (6 instead of 12 months working) eligibility 
 Now available to part-time students as well 
 

 Centres of Excellence 
 All 3 – Provincial, Francophone and Indigenous – up and running 
 “going to take us time to get it right” 

 
It was clear that the presentation had been book-ended with pieces that OCBCC would 
see as positive. However, as Ms. Fuller’s presentation was in the middle of our meeting, 
the council had prepared questions. 
 
We asked about the following issues: 

 Contradictions proposals within Bill 66 and the government stated commitment to 
safety 

 Lack of continued commitment to the Wage Enhancement Grant 
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 Introduction of the term “Full Day Learning” in conversations about Kindergarten 

 Disconcerting that ¼ of the “developing new plan” is focused on decreasing red 
tape and administrative burden 

 
When reminded of 2013 (and the death of Eva), Ms. Fuller stated that situation, and 
ones like it, should never exist and that “there is not a change that we put forward 
without Eva in mind” and then moved quickly to “we believe these changes can exist 
within our focus of health, safety and quality.” These three words were then used 
together repeatedly. 
 
When asked pointedly about the continuation of the current Kindergarten Program, Ms. 
Fuller replied only that “the Minister’s statements on that issue stand” and that her 
department works “really closely with other departments to support the continuum of 
early learning.” When pushed, she would not elaborate further. 
 
With respect to ratio safety and red tape, Ms. Fuller stated that “too much red tape and 
administrative burden can tie into questions of access”.  That “we are responding to 
broad-based concerns, from more than just one source, from many sources and from 
sustained active discussions on these issues with providers as we hear all the time that 
our red tape pulls away from program time”.  That “proposals are based on complaints 
and framed from our reports”.  That “with our ton of research we have not been able to 
find the magic numbers but we know the variables are the number of children, the space 
and the qualifications of providers”, and that “we are trying to balance.” 
 
The presentation and the question/answer session were difficult to witness. Ms. Fuller 
has been working in early learning for many years and has been, in the past, very 
excited about programs, announcements, collaborations, feedback and continued 
conversations. This is the first we (OSSTF/FEESO, affiliates) have seen/heard from her 
since the establishment of the new government. Her comment that the Ministry is 
“regulator, enforcer, funder and also responsible for public policy and program support” 
and is committed to doing that with a focus on “health, safety and quality” did nothing to 
answer questions or address concerns. Her closing, thanking us for the time and 
reminding us to contribute to the consultations, was not at all reflective of past meetings. 
 
Educational Services Staff will be incorporating components of this report into the 
information shared with the Communications Political Action department for the 
response to Bill 66. 
 

9. Recent DBUs 2018-2019 
127 - Status of Women Conference 
126 - Judicial Council Vacancies 
125 - Political Protests at Progressive Conservative MPP Offices 
124 - Rally for Education 
123 - MAC 2013-17 Work Group Vacancy 
122 - Red for Ed T-shirts – April 6 Rally for Education and for Order 
121 - Input for Workshops - Leadership Conference 2019 
120 - 100th Anniversary Swag 
119 - HSWSIAC Regional Training Sessions 
118 - Student Walkout for March 20, 2019 
117 - OFL - Power of Many Conference 
116 - PSC Conference 2019 


